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Abstract

This paper studies the problem of temporal moment lo-

calization in a long untrimmed video using natural lan-

guage as the query. Given an untrimmed video and a query

sentence, the goal is to determine the start and end of the

relevant visual moment in the video that corresponds to

the query sentence. While most previous works have tack-

led this by a propose-and-rank approach, we introduce a

more efficient, end-to-end trainable, and proposal-free ap-

proach that is built upon three key components: a dynamic

filter which adaptively transfers language information to vi-

sual domain attention map, a new loss function to guide

the model to attend the most relevant part of the video,

and soft labels to cope with annotation uncertainties. Our

method is evaluated on three standard benchmark datasets,

Charades-STA, TACoS and ActivityNet-Captions. Experi-

mental results show our method outperforms state-of-the-

art methods on these datasets, confirming the effectiveness

of the method. We believe the proposed dynamic filter-based

guided attention mechanism will prove valuable for other

vision and language tasks as well.

1. Introduction

Vision-and-language understanding is an important

problem in computer vision, drawing increasing attention

from the community over the past a few years, motivated

by its vast potential applications. This setting includes tasks

such as video captioning and video question answering.

While promising results have been achieved in these tasks, a

fundamental issue remains to be tackled, namely, that these

informative video segments need to be manually trimmed

(pre-segmented) and often aligned with the relevant textual

descriptions that accompany them.

Query:	
"The	woman	wraps	the	toy	in	the	tissue	paper	and	tapes	it	shut."

Figure 1: An illustration of temporal localization of a nat-

ural language query in an untrimmed video. Given a query

and a video the task is temporally localize the starting and

ending of the sentence in the video.

Since searching for a specific visual event over a long

video sequence is difficult and inefficient to do manually,

even for a small number of videos, automated search en-

gines are needed to deal with this requirement, especially

when dealing with a massive amount of video data. It is

clear that these search engines have to retrieve videos not

only based on the video metadata, but they also must exploit

their internal information in order to accurately localize the

required information/segment.

In light of this, automatically recognizing when an ac-

tivity is happening in a video has become a crucial task in

computer vision. Its applicability to other research areas

such as video surveillance and robotics [33], among oth-

ers, has also helped bring interest into this task. Earlier

works in this area focused on temporal action localization

[38, 29, 54, 58, 11, 5, 13], which attempted to localize “in-

teresting” actions in a video from a predefined set of actions.

However, this approach constrains the search engine to a

relatively small and unrealistic set of queries from users.

To address this issue the task of “temporal action local-

ization with natural language” has been proposed recently

[12, 19]. Given a query, the goal is to determine the start

and end locations of the associated video segment in a long
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untrimmed video. In this context, we are specifically in-

terested in the problem of natural-language-based temporal

localization, or temporal sentence localization in the video.

Formally, given an untrimmed video and a query in natu-

ral language, the task is to identify the start and end points

of the video segment in response to it, therefore effectively

locating the temporal segment (i.e., moment) that best cor-

responds to the given query, as depicted in Figure 1.

Current approaches to the localization problem in com-

puter vision, either spatial or temporal, mainly focus on cre-

ating a good multi-modal embedding space and generating

proposals based on the given query. In these propose and

rank approaches, candidate regions are first generated by

a separate method and then fed to a classifier to get the

probabilities of containing target classes, effectively rank-

ing them. Despite the relative success of these approaches,

this setting is ultimately restrictive in scope since it uses

predefined clips as candidates, making it hard to extend for

videos with considerable variance in length.

To this end, we propose an approach that does not rely

on candidate generation or ranking, being able to directly

predict the start and end times given a query in natural lan-

guage. Our model is guided by a dynamic filter, which is

responsible for matching the text and video feature embed-

dings, and a principal attention mechanism which encour-

ages the model to focus on the features within of segment

of interest. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is

the first to do so1.

Recent works on temporal action localization with natu-

ral language [16] has adopted an approach akin to machine

reading comprehension (MC) [6], but in a multi-modal set-

ting. Similar to ours, these models are trained in an end-

to-end manner. Specifically, they maximize the likelihood

of correctly predicting the start and end frames associated

with a given query, analogous to predicting the text span

corresponding to the correct answer in MC. We note, how-

ever, that annotating the start and end of a given activity in

a video is highly subjective, as evidenced by relatively low

inter-annotator agreement [44, 1, 2]. In light of this, our

model incorporates annotation subjectivity in a simple yet

efficient manner, obtaining increased performance.

We conduct experiments on three challenging datasets,

Charades-STA [12], TACoS [39] and Activity Net Cap-

tions [26], demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed

method and obtaining state-of-the-art performance on them.

Our results also empirically demonstrate the effectiveness

of our attention-based guidance mechanism, and of incor-

porating the subjective nature of the annotations into the

model, ultimately validating our proposed approach through

ablation analysis.

1Code and features can be found in https://github.com/

crodriguezo/TMLGA

2. Related Work

2.1. Temporal Action Localization

The task of temporal action localization aims to solve the

problem of recognizing and determining temporal bound-

aries of action instances in videos. Since activities (in the

wild) consist of a diverse combination of actors, actions and

objects over various periods of time, earlier work focused

on classification of video clips that contained a single activ-

ity, i.e., where the videos were trimmed.

More recently there has also been significant work in

localizing activities in longer, untrimmed videos. For ex-

ample, Shou et al. [43] trained C3D [51] with a local-

ization loss and achieved state-of-the-art performance on

THUMOS [21]. On the other hand, Ma et al. [34] used

a temporal LSTM to generate frame-wise prediction scores

and then merged the detection intervals based on the predic-

tions. Singh et al. [48] extended the two-stream [47] frame-

work with person detection and bi-directional LSTMs and

achieved state-of-the-art performance on the MPII-Cooking

dataset [40].

Escorcia et al. [10] took a different approach and intro-

duced an algorithm for generating temporal action propos-

als from long videos, which are used to retrieve temporal

segments that are likely to contain actions. Lin et al. [30]

proposed an approach based on 1D temporal convolutional

layers to skip the proposal generation step via directly de-

tecting action instances in untrimmed video.

The major limitation of these action localization meth-

ods is that they are restricted to a pre-defined list of actions.

As it is non-trivial to design a label space which has enough

coverage for such activities without losing useful details in

users’ queries this approach makes it difficult to cover com-

plex activity queries.

2.2. Temporal languagedriven moment localization

Language-driven temporal moment localization is the

task of determining the start and end time of the temporal

video segment that best corresponds to a given natural lan-

guage query. Essentially, this means to use natural language

queries to localize activities in untrimmed videos. While

the language-based setting allows for having an open set of

activities, it also corresponds to a more natural query spec-

ification, as it directly includes objects and their properties

as well as relations between the involved entities.

The work of Hendricks et al. [19] and Gao et al. [12]

are generally regarded as pioneer on this task. While Hen-

dricks et al. [19] proposed to learn a shared embedding for

both video temporal context features and natural language

queries, suitable for matching candidate video clips and lan-

guage queries using a ranking loss and handcrafted heuris-

tics, Gao et al. [12] proposed to generate candidate clips us-

ing temporal sliding windows which are later ranked based
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on alignment or regression learning objectives.

The research line defined by Gao et al. [12], where pro-

posals are generated using temporal sliding windows was

later extended by Ge et al. [15], which leverage activ-

ity classifiers to help encode visual concepts, and add an

actionness score to help capture the semantics from verb-

object pairs in the queries. Recently, Liu et al. [31] also

resorted to sliding windows for generating proposals, but

used a memory attention model when matching each pro-

posal to the input query. Despite their simplicity and ability

to provide coarse control over the frames that are evaluated,

the main problem with these methods is that the matching

mechanism between the candidate proposals and the query

is computationally expensive.

To tackle this issue some approaches have focused on re-

ducing the number of temporal proposals generated. These

methods generally focus on producing query-guided or

query-dependent video clip proposals, skipping unlikely

clips from the matching step and thus speeding up the whole

process. In this context, Chen et al. [7] propose to cap-

ture frame-by-word interactions between video and lan-

guage and then score a set of temporal candidates at mul-

tiple scales to localize the video segment that corresponds

to the query. Similarly, Xu et al. [55] propose a multi-

level model to tightly integrate language and vision features

and then use a fine-grained similarity measure for query-

proposal matching.

A slightly different but related approach is proposed by

Hendricks et al. [20], where the video context is modeled

as a latent variable to reason about the temporal relation-

ships. The work of Zhang et al. [57] further improved

on this by utilizing a graph structured network to model

temporal relationships among different moments, therefore

addressing semantic and structural misalignment problems.

On the other hand, Chen et al. [8] focused on the proposal

generation step, integrating the semantic information of the

natural language query into the proposal generation process

to get discriminative activity proposals. Although previous

methods use techniques to directly generate candidate mo-

ment representations aligned with language semantics in-

stead of fetching video clips independently, they still de-

pend on ranking a fixed number of temporal candidates in

each video, leading to inefficiencies.

More recently, methods that go beyond the scan and

localize approach, which can therefore directly output the

temporal coordinates of the localized video segment have

been proposed. For example, Yuan et al. [56] used a co-

attention based model for temporal sentence localization.

In this context, some models also resort to reinforcement

learning to dynamically observe a sequence of video frames

conditioned on the given language query. Concretely, Wang

et al. [53] train a recurrent neural network for language-

driven temporal activity localization using this approach,

while also utilizing Faster R-CNN [37] trained on the Vi-

sual Genome dataset [27] to obtain regional visual features

and incorporate more semantic concepts to the model. Sim-

ilarly, Hahn et al. [17] use this approach and learn how to

skip around the video, therefore being able to more easily

localize relevant clips in long videos. Instead of simply con-

catenating the video representation and query embedding,

their approach uses a gated attention architecture to model

textual and visual representations in order to align the text

and video content.

Finally, Ghosh et al. [16] proposes a simpler approach

that does not rely on reinforcement learning and does not

either involve retrieve and re-ranking multiple proposal seg-

ments. Their approach focuses on predicting the start and

end frames by leveraging cross-modal interactions between

the text and video. In this context, our method proposes a

simple yet effective proposal-free approach which makes it

more practical to use.

3. Proposed Approach

Let V ∈ V be a video that can be characterized as a se-

quence of frames such that V = {vt} with t = 1, . . . , l.
Each video in V is annotated with a natural language pas-

sage S ∈ S where S is a sequence of words S = {sj} with

j = 1, . . . ,m, which describes what is happening in a cer-

tain period of time. Formally, this interval is defined by ts

and te, the starting and ending points of the annotations in

time, respectively.

We propose a model that is trained end-to-end on a set

of example tuples of annotated videos (Vk, Sk, t
s
k, t

e
k). Al-

though in the data a given video may be annotated with

more than one single moment, and one natural language de-

scription may be associated to multiple moments, in this

work we assume each derived case as an independent, sep-

arate training example. Given a new video and sentence

tuple (Vr, Sr), our model predicts the most likely temporal

localization of the contents of Sr in terms of its start and

end positions ts⋆r and te⋆r in the video, therefore effectively

solving the problem of temporal localization of sentences in

videos. In the following, for simplicity we drop the index k
associated to each training example.

Our model is designed in a modular way, offering more

flexibility over previous work. There are four main compo-

nents which we proceed to describe in the following sec-

tions. Figure 2 shows an overview of our proposed ap-

proach.

3.1. Video Encoder

As discussed earlier, previous works on temporal sen-

tence localization in videos mostly rely on proposal gen-

eration, either using sliding windows or other heuristics

[12, 19, 15, 31]. The process of producing many tempo-

ral segment candidates is computationally expensive, even
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Figure 2: Overview of our method with its four modules: sentence and video encoders to extract features from each modality;

a dynamic filter to transfer language information to video, and a localization layer to the starting and ending points.

though its efficiency can be improved if the proposals are

processed in parallel. Moreover, proposal-based mecha-

nisms neglect time dependencies across segments, treat-

ing them independently thus ultimately failing to effectively

capture the temporal information in the input video.

Inspired by recent works in one-shot object detection

[36, 32] , we propose a video encoding layer that generates a

visual representation summarizing spatio-temporal patterns

directly from the raw input frames. Concretely, given an

input video V , let FV (V ) be our video encoding function

mapping the l input video frames to a sequence of vectors

G = {gi ∈ R
dv}, i = 1, . . . , n, with features that cap-

ture high-level visual semantics in the video. Note that the

length of the input vector in frames l and the number of

output features n may differ, which is why we denote them

differently.

Because of the encoding of the video, the location of the

annotated natural language description needs to be re-scaled

to match the new feature-wise setting. We apply the map-

ping τ = (t · n · fps)/l to convert from frame/feature index

to time. Concretely, ts and te are converted into τ s and τe

corresponding to specific integer feature positions such that

τ s, τe ∈ [1, . . . , n].
Specifically, in this work we model FV using I3D [4].

This method inflates the 2D filters of a well-known network

e.g., Inception [49, 22] or ResNet [18] for image classifica-

tion to obtain 3D filters, helping us better exploit the spatio-

temporal nature of video. However, note that our video en-

coder later is generic, so other alternatives such as C3D [51]

could be utilized instead.

3.2. Sentence Encoder

The language encoder aims at generating a semantically

rich representation of the natural language query that is use-

ful for localizing relevant moments in the video. We model

our encoder as a function FS(S) that maps each word sj for

j = 1, . . . ,m to a semantic embedding vector hj ∈ R
ds ,

where ds defines the hidden dimension of the obtained sen-

tence representation.

Although our sentence encoding module is generic, in

this work we rely on a bi-directional GRU [9] on top of

pre-trained word embeddings. Specifically, we make use of

GloVe [35], which are vectors pre-trained in a large collec-

tion of text documents. In this setting, our query encoding

function FS is parametrized by both the GloVe embeddings

and the GRU. Finally, to obtain a fixed-length sentence rep-

resentation we utilize a mean pooling layer over the hidden

states obtained from the GRU, obtaining a final summarized

query representation h̄.

3.3. Guided Attention

After encoding both the input sentence and video we uti-

lize an attention-based dynamic filter [23, 28, 14, 57]. The

motivation behind this is to allow the model to generate fil-

ters to be applied over the video features that dynamically

change given the sentence query, effectively reacting to spe-

cific parts of the video embedding and thus providing the

model with clues about the location.

Concretely, we first reduce the dimensionality of the sen-

tence embedding ds and the video embedding dv to the

same space of size d using a fully connected network, and

apply a filter function θ as follows.

θ(x) = tanh(Wθx+ bθ) ∈ R
d (1)

As seen in Equation 1, our filter function θ(·) is a single-

layer fully-connected neural network. The sentence repre-

sentation h̄ is fed into our function and the obtained filter

is later used to create a temporal attention over the video

features G. Specifically, we apply a softmax over the inner-

product between each video feature gi and the output of the

filter θ(h̄), as follows,

A = softmax

(

G⊺θ(h̄)√
n

)

∈ R
n (2)

Ḡ = A⊙G ∈ R
n×d (3)
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where ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product, and the 1/
√
n con-

stant is used to re-scale the product for better training stabil-

ity [52]. As a result of these operations, each video feature

is scaled by the attention filter based on the natural language

query.

Given a category of semantically similar natural lan-

guage queries, for example describing the same type of

action, we would like our model to focus on the spatio-

temporal features that most likely describe and generalize

these semantics across all examples where they are relevant,

regardless of the additional context in the videos. We there-

fore argue that the most relevant features should fall inside

the time boundary (τs to τe) defined by the starting and end-

ing points of the target locations to be predicted. Although

features from outside this segment could also contain useful

information for the localization task, we hypothesize that by

exploiting these features the model should attain less gen-

eralization power, as these features are not likely to capture

patterns that appear in the majority of different videos con-

taining a given type of action.

In light of this, we encourage our model to attend these

relevant features and therefore improve its generalization

capabilities. Concretely, we guide our attention mechanism

to put focus on these features using a loss function on the

output, as follows.

Latt = −
n
∑

i=1

(1− δτs≤i≤τe) log(1− ai) (4)

where δ is the Kronecker delta and ai is the ith column in

the attention matrix A.

3.4. Localization Layer

The localization layer is in charge of predicting the start-

ing and ending points of the moment in the video, using the

previously constructed sequence of attended video features

ḡi for i = 1, . . . , n.

Humans have difficulty agreeing on the starting and end-

ing time of an action inside a video, as evidenced by the low

inter-annotation agreement in the relevant datasets for tem-

poral localization [45, 1]. Considering that this is therefore

a highly subjective task, we take a probabilistic approach

and propose to use soft-labels [42, 50] to model the uncer-

tainty associated to the labels.

The localization layer starts by further contextualizing

the attended video features ḡi utilizing a 2-layer bidirec-

tional GRU [9]. Then, we utilize two different fully con-

nected layers to produce scores associated to the probabili-

ties of each position being the start/end of the location. For

each case, we take the softmax of these scores and thus ob-

tain vectors τ̂
s, τ̂ e ∈ R

n containing a categorical proba-

bility distribution for the predicted start and end positions,

respectively.

To model annotation uncertainty, we take τ s and τe

and create two target categorical distribution vectors τ s ∼
N (τ s, 1) ∈ R

n and τ
e ∼ N (τe, 1) ∈ R

n respectively,

where N (µ, σ) denotes a quantized Gaussian distribution

centered at µ, with standard deviation σ —discretizing a

Gaussian distribution over the interval [1, n]. We train

our model to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence be-

tween the predicted and ground truth probability distribu-

tions, as follows.

LKL = DKL(τ̂
s ‖ τ

s) +DKL(τ̂
e ‖ τ

e) (5)

where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The final

loss for training our method is the sum of the two individual

losses defined previously.

Loss = LKL + Latt (6)

During inference, we predict the starting and ending po-

sitions using the most likely locations given by the esti-

mated distributions:

τ̂ s = argmax(τ̂ s) τ̂e = argmax(τ̂ e) (7)

These values correspond to positions in the feature domain

of the video, so we convert them back to time positions as

explained previously.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first describe the datasets used in our

experiments and give some details about our learning pro-

cedure. Then, we provide an ablation study on the effect

of different components and we compare our approach with

other methods. Finally, we provide a qualitative visualiza-

tion of the predicted localization and attention.

4.1. Datasets

To evaluate our proposed approach we work with three

challenging datasets for temporal natural language-driven

moment localization, Charades-STA [12], TACoS [39] and

ActivityNet Caption [3, 26], which are widely utilized in

previous works for evaluating models on our task.

Charades-STA: built upon the Charades dataset [46] which

provides time-based annotations using a pre-defined set of

activity classes, and general video descriptions. In Gao

et al. [12], the sentences describing the video are semi-

automatically decomposed into smaller chunks and aligned

with the activity classes, which are later verified by human

annotators. As a result of this process, the original class-

based activity annotations are effectively associated to their

natural language descriptions, totalling 13,898 pairs. We

use the predefined train and test splits, containing 12,408

and 3,720 moment-query pairs respectively. Videos are 31

seconds long on average, with 2.4 moments on average,

each being 8.2 seconds long on average.
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MPII TACoS [39] has been built on top of the MPII Com-

positive dataset [41]. It consists of detailed temporally

aligned text descriptions of cooking activities. The aver-

age length of videos is 5 minutes. A significant challenge in

TACoS dataset is that descriptions span over only a few sec-

onds because of the atomic nature of queries such as takes

out the knife and chops the onion (8.4% of them are less

than 1.6s long). Such short queries allow a smaller margin

of error. In total, there are are 18,818 pairs of sentence and

video clips. We use the same split as in [12], consisting of

50% for training, 25% for validation and 25% for testing.

ActivityNet Caption (ANet-Cap): a large dataset built on

top of ActivityNet [3], which contains data derived from

YouTube and annotated for the tasks of activity recognition,

segmentation and prediction. ANet-Cap further improves

the annotations in ANet by incorporating descriptions for

each temporal segment in the videos, totalling up to 100K

temporal descriptions annotations over 20K videos. These

have an average length of 2.5 minutes and are associated

to over 200 activity classes, making the content much more

diverse compared to Charades-STA. The temporally anno-

tated moments are 36 seconds long on average, with videos

containing 3.5 moments on average. Besides moments be-

ing longer than in Charades-STA, we find that their associ-

ated natural language descriptions are also longer, besides

using a more varied and richer vocabulary. We utilize the

predefined train and validation splits in our experiments.

Unlike Charades, Activity-Net contains a moment covering

the entire video.

4.2. Implementation Details

Pre-processing for the natural language input in the case

of Charades-STA is minimal, as we simply tokenize and

keep all the words in the training data. In the case of ANEt-

Cap, we pre-process the text with spacy2 and replace all

named entities as well as proper nouns with special markers.

Finally, we truncate all sentences to a maximum length of

30 words and replace all tokens with frequency lower than

5 in the corpus with a special UNK marker. The language

encoder uses a hidden state of size 256, without fine-tuning

the pre-trained GloVe embeddings.

When it comes to the video encoder, we first pre-process

the videos by extracting features of size 1024 using I3D

with average pooling, taking as input the raw frames of di-

mension 256 × 256, at 25 fps. For Charades-STA, we use

the pre-trained model released by [4] trained on Charades.

For Anet-Cap we use the model pre-trained on the kinet-

ics400 dataset [24] released by the same authors, which we

also fine-tune on ANet-Cap afterwards.

All of our models are trained in an end-to-end fashion

using Adam [25] with a learning rate of 10−4 and weight

decay 10−3. To prevent over-fitting, we add dropout 0.5

2https://spacy.io

Method α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7

NLL 60.91 43.66 27.07

KL 66.69 47.20 29.35

NLL + AL 66.64 47.53 29.89

KL + AL 67.53 52.02 33.74

Table 1: Ablation study on the impact of the guided atten-

tion and soft-labeling on Charades-STA.

between the two layers in the localization module, which

has a hidden size of 256. In addition to this, we also ap-

ply a simple data augmentation technique that consists on

creating new examples by randomly cropping segments out

from the initial part of the videos. We do this whenever the

random cropping does not overlap with the locations of the

annotations.

4.3. Evaluation Metric

We evaluate our model by computing the temporal Inter-

section over Union (tIoU) at different thresholds, which we

denote using the α parameter. In this setting, for a given

value of α, whenever a given predicted time window has

an intersection with the gold-standard that is above the α
threshold, we consider the output of the model as correct.

Following previous work, we also report the mean tIoU

(mIoU) on the ANet-Cap dataset, helping make our com-

parisons more comprehensive.

4.4. Ablation Study

To show the effectiveness of some introduced compo-

nents, we perform several ablation studies on the Charades-

STA dataset. Concretely, we focus on the soft-labeling tech-

nique and the usage of the attention loss Latt. For the latter

we simply experiment omitting the term for the calculation

of the gradients. For the former, we replace the LKL loss

with a likelihood-based loss similar to [16], as follows:

LNLL = − log(τ̂ s[τ s])− log(τ̂ e[τe]) (8)

where τ̂
s and τ̂

e are the predicted probability distributions

and τ s and τe are the respective indices from the ground-

truth annotations.

We first compare our soft-labeling approach with the pre-

viously mentioned likelihood-based loss (NLL). As shown

in Table 1, modeling the subjectivity of the labeling process

using soft-labels and our distribution-matching loss (KL)

leads to a significant improvement in the performance of

our method, both in terms of retrieving and localizing the

full extent of the queries in the given videos.

We also evaluate the contribution of the attention loss

Latt to our pipeline. According to the results in Table 1,

adding the attention loss (AL) leads to a consistent improve-

ment in the performance of our method, both when model-

ing soft-labels and when not. This confirms our hypothesis
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that the most generalizable features are likely to be located

within the boundaries of the query segment in the video.

Finally, the synergy of our two proposed techniques can be

seen in the last row of Table 1.

4.5. Comparison to the StateoftheArt

We compare the performance of our proposed approach

on both datasets against several prior work baselines.

Proposal-based methods: We compare our approach to a

broad selection of models based on proposal generation, in-

cluding MCN [19], TGN [7], MAN [57], as well as some

recent work such as SAP [8], MLVI [55] and ACRN [31].

Reinforcement-learning-based methods: We compare

our results to TripNet [17] and SMRL [53], both of which

utilize RL to learn how to jump through the video until the

correct localization is found.

Proposal-free methods: We consider two recent works,

ABLR [56] and ExCL [16], both aiming for proposal-free

moment localization. Similar to ours, these techniques uti-

lize the complete video representation to predict the start

and end of a relevant segment. However, our approach

is different since it models the uncertainty of the labeling

process. Note also that while ABLR utilizes a co-attention

layer, ExCL does not rely on attention layers at all.

Comparing the performance of our method in the

Charades-STA benchmark, our proposed approach outper-

forms all the baselines by a large margin, as can be seen in

Table 2. Its mean temporal intersection over union is 48.22
reflecting the capability of our method to correctly identify

the correct temporal extent of the natural language query.

As can also be seen in the performance at α = 0.7 and

α = 0.9 where our method obtains 33.74 and 9.68 accu-

racy for those thresholds.

TACoS is a challenging benchmark not only because the

length of the videos is much longer than Charades-STA, but

also because it presents a bigger variability of segment du-

ration for a query. Since we are not processing videos using

proposals these types of videos, our localization layer could

have difficulties predicting the precise spans of queries. De-

spite that our method outperforms all previous methods at

α = 0.7, showing the robustness of our approach.

ANet-Cap is another challenging dataset similar to

TACoS with a significant variability of the duration of the

segments. However, as shown in Table 4, our method yields

good performance at different levels of tIoU. In particular, it

outperforms all previous methods at α 0.1 and 0.7, showing

the effectiveness of our method to recall the correct tempo-

ral extent of the sentence query. Although our method can-

not outperform the performance of ABLR at α 0.3 and 0.5,

it yields better mIoU than previous methods in this bench-

mark, as can be seen in Table 5. It is important to note that

in this case we do not compare with ExCL [16] since their

reported results have more than 3,300 missing videos.

Method α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7

Random - 8.51 3.03

CTRL [12] - 21.42 7.15

ABLR [8] - 24.36 9.01

SMRL[53] - 24.36 11.17

SAP [8] - 27.42 13.36

MLVI [55] 54.70 35.60 15.80

TripNet [17] 51.33 36.61 14.50

ExCL [16] 65.10 44.10 23.30

MAN [57] - 46.53 22.72

Ours 67.53 52.02 33.74

Table 2: Accuracy on Charades-STA for different tIoU α
levels. Results for ABLR are as reported by [8].

Method α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7

MCN [19] 1.64 1.25 -

ABLR [56] 18.90 9.30 -

CTRL [12] 18.32 13.30 -

ACRN [56] 19.52 14.62 -

TGN [7] 21.77 18.90 -

TripNet [17] 23.95 19.17 9.52

ExCL [16] 44.20 28.00 14.60

Ours 24.54 21.65 16.46

Table 3: Accuracy on TACoS for different intersection over

union α levels.

Method α = 0.1 α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7

MCN [19] 42.80 21.37 9.58 -

CTRL [12] 49.09 28.70 14.00 -

ACRN [56] 50.37 31.29 16.17 -

MLVI [55] - 45.30 27.70 13.60

TGN [7] 70.06 45.51 28.47 -

TripNet [17] - 48.42 32.19 13.93

ABLR [56] 73.30 55.67 36.79 -

Ours 75.25 51.28 33.04 19.26

Table 4: Accuracy on ANet-Cap for different tIoU α levels.

Method MCN CTRL ACRN ABLR Ours

Mean tIoU 15.83 20.54 24.16 36.99 37.78

Table 5: Mean tIoU in the ANet-Cap benchmark.

As suggested by the empirical evidence, our method con-

sistently outperforms others on estimating the correct exten-

sion of the queries. This indicates that our proposed mech-

anism for incorporating the uncertainty of the labeling pro-

cess is effective yet simple, playing a key role on helping

the network to find the correct starting and ending points.

In addition to this, the evidence also suggest that our novel

attention mechanism, which guides the localization layer to

focus on the features that are within the corresponding seg-

ments in the video also aids the network. By allowing the

model to attend the features that better represent similar ac-

tion across different videos, we obtain better generalization.
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Query:	"Person	sits	in	a	nearby	computer	chair."

14.2 20.1

14.2475 20.155

34.75					GT

Prediction

Attention

Query:	"person	open	the	door."

2.6 10.0

27.23

					GT

Prediction

Attention

31.42

Figure 3: Examples of success and failure cases of our method for Charades-STA.

Figure 4: Similar appearance frames for failure case on

Charades-STA

4.6. Qualitative Results

Two different samples, one showing a success and one a

failure case of our method on Charades-STA dataset can be

seen in Figure 3. Each sample presents the ground truth lo-

calization, the attention weights and predicted localization

of a given query. For the attention, brighter colors mean

more weight. In the successful case, given the query “Per-

son sits in a nearby computer chair.” our method could

localize the moment at a tIoU of 98.28%, with a maximum

attention at 16.27 seconds peaking at 0.83. It is interest-

ing to see that only one or two video features seem to be

necessary for retrieving the starting and ending correctly.

On the second example in Figure 3 we show how our

method fails to localize the query “person open the door”.

It is possible to see that the appearance of the retrieved mo-

ment, when the person actually leaves the room, is very sim-

ilar to the ground truth, Figure 4. We attribute this result to

the features for opening the door and leaving the room being

too close, especially on this example. Probably high qual-

ity spatio-temporal features or deeper reasoning about the

context would help the network to disambiguate this type

of scenarios. More qualitative experiments of success and

failure cases of our method on Charades-STA and ANet-

Cap can be find on the supplementary material.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a novel end-to-end ar-

chitecture that is designed to address the problem of tempo-

ral localization of natural-language queries in videos. Our

approach uses a guided attention mechanism that focus on

more generalizable features to guide the localization esti-

mation. Moreover, we also consider the key problem of

subjectivity in the annotation process by modeling the la-

bel uncertainty in a simple but efficient way, also obtaining

substantial performance gains. As a result, our approach

archives state-of-the-art performance on three challenging

datasets.
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